
Your Wildfire Tools in SA 

The primary data source for all of these maps and reports is derived from IRWIN* fire data within your 
configured boundary. This data is updated in SA every two minutes. 

For all maps and reports, SA first establishes which fires from IRWIN are considered “active” by 
excluding “inactive” fires if any of these rules applies: 

1A - 24 hours past control date of non-209 incident 
1B - 24 hours past containment date 
2 - percent contained greater than 99% 
3 - 24 hours past 209 final status 
4 - no 209 report submitted for 8 consecutive days 
5 - invalid (future) IRWIN “datemodified” field content  
6 - 36 hours passed as an IRWIN-only incident 
7 - WFDSS only incident dropped from WFDSS XML feed 

 

These are the foundational rules for each and every incident displayed in SA. Additional rules are applied 
for the various maps and reports (Most notably, the State Wildfire Activity Map and the 5 Interactive 
Report tools).  Specifics are noted in the description below for each one. 

 

* IRWIN is the Integrated Reporting of Wildland Fire data, a central hub of wildland fire data 
coordinated to reduce redundant data entry, to identify authoritative data sources, and to improve the 
consistency, availability, and accuracy of information about wildland fires. See the IRWIN website for 
more about IRWIN.  

 

 

 

Briefing Mode  

Displays all “active” incidents 
 derived from IRWIN  (using the 7 rules 
defined above) 
and                      
 all SA-mapped incidents: Incident 
names followed by “(mapped)” that are 
not yet archived by your system 
manager. 

 

 

The wildfire type count numbers up top left are pulled from the NIFC SitRep PDF published by NIFC daily 
(so, no only-SA-mapped incidents are included), and the Preparedness Level is pulled every 15 minutes 
from a NIFC Preparedness data feed.  



Incidents Tool:  

Lists only SA-mapped incidents that have not been archived by your 
local system manager. 

Selecting an incident name zooms you to any incident that has been 
mapped in SA. 

The list may contain a user name and date if a map feature is not 
associated with an incident name.  

What’s not here:  
Incidents that have not been mapped in SA. 

 

(Active) Incident Report: 

Generates a detailed report, per incident, for ACTIVE 
incidents (correlating mapped incidents in SA and active 
IRWIN incidents). When selecting the incidents with the 
lasso tool, these incidents have:  

 a matched IRWIN National Incident ID (resulting in a 
single incident point on the map), or  
  a blank IRWIN National Incident ID (resulting in two 
incident points on the map) 

NOTE: 

If you have an SA-mapped incident with a typo in the 
IRWIN National Incident ID number will not be included in 
the report. 

 

Note: If a ROSS resource is assigned to an incident that is “inactive” per the initial 7 SA rules, an 
otherwise “inactive” incident will be included in this report. 

 

  



State Wildfire Activity Map:  

Displays all of an entity’s wildfires as of 
the moment the report is generated. 

Access this map by selecting the ‘Map’ 
button from the Guides page in the SA 
Framework. 

The intent of this map is to include 
incidents that are consuming resources 
but are otherwise considered inactive 
due to containment or aging rules. 

This map displays incidents that are:  

 Mapped in SA 
 Active in IRWIN  

and  
 That have remaining ROSS resources assigned. 

o This addition may over-ride the initial set of 7 Rules that determine whether or not an 
IRWIN incident is active. 

SA-mapped incidents displayed in this map are limited to incidents mapped in SA that are determined 
“active” (per SA’s 7 Rules) that also either:  

 have a matched IRWIN National Incident ID (resulting in a single incident point on the map), or  
 have a blank IRWIN National Incident ID (resulting in two incident points on the map) 

NOTE: 

If you have an SA-mapped incident with a typo in the IRWIN National Incident ID number will not be 
included in the report.  (However, it can be found on the Incident Detail interactive table report.) 



5 Interactive Wildfire Table Reports 

SA’s interactive table reports display information about 
wildfires based on the data SA picks up every 2 minutes from 
IRWIN. 

The first two reports are based on IRWIN data only.  

Two others reflect IRWIN data as well as data mapped in SA. For 
these, information persists for SA-mapped and IRWIN data until 
IRWIN reports an incident closed and there are no remaining** 
ROSS resources assigned. 

SA-mapped incidents are limited to incidents mapped in SA that 
are determined “active” (per SA’s 7 Rules) that also either:  

 have a matched IRWIN National Incident ID (resulting in 
a single incident point on the map), or  
 have a blank IRWIN National Incident ID (resulting in 
two incident points on the map) 

The last report reflects ROSS data only. 

NOTE: 

If you have an SA-mapped incident with a typo in the IRWIN National Incident ID number will not be 
included in the report.  (However, it can be found on the Incident Detail interactive table report.) 

 

**One or more ROSS resources may still be assigned to an incident that is otherwise considered 
“inactive”.  As long as a ROSS resource is assigned to an incident, the incident will show up on the State 
Wildfire Activity Map, the Active Incident Report, and the 5 Wildfire Interactive Table Reports. 

 
 

  



Incident Summary - IRWIN: 
 

Displays summary 
information about 
all “active” incidents 
in IRWIN and any 
“inactive” incidents 
with a ROSS 
resource assigned. 
 
What’s not here:  
Incidents that are 
only mapped in SA. 
 

 
 
 
Incident Assessment - IRWIN: 
 

Displays incident 
assessment 
information for 
“active” incidents 
from IRWIN and 
any “inactive” 
incidents with a 
ROSS resource 
assigned. 
 
What’s not here:  
Incidents that are 
only mapped in SA. 
 

 
 
 

  



The titles of these next two interactive table reports indicate that both information sources are utilized. 
 
Incident Detail - SA & IRWIN: 
 
Displays detailed incident data associated with all “active” incidents plus any “inactive” incidents with a 
ROSS resource assigned.  SA-mapped incident details are also brought into this report. 

 
 
 
Incident Resources - SA & IRWIN: 
Displays incident resource information from both IRWIN and SA.   

 
 
 



Resources Detail - ROSS: 
Displays information about ROSS resources directly from the ROSS system. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 
Incident Summary - IRWIN: 
 

 
 

Displays summary information 
about all “active” incidents in 
IRWIN and any “inactive” 
incidents with a ROSS resource 
assigned. 
 
What’s not here:  
Incidents that are only mapped 
in SA. 
 

* IRWIN is the Integrated Reporting of Wildland Fire data, a central hub of wildland fire data 
coordinated to reduce redundant data entry, to identify authoritative data sources, and to improve the 
consistency, availability, and accuracy of information about wildland fires. See the IRWIN website for 
more about IRWIN.  

 



Incident Assessment - IRWIN: 
 

 
 

Displays incident assessment 
information for “active” incidents 
from IRWIN and any “inactive” 
incidents with a ROSS resource 
assigned. 
 
What’s not here:  
Incidents that are only mapped in SA. 
   
 
 

* IRWIN is the Integrated Reporting of Wildland Fire data, a central hub of wildland fire data 
coordinated to reduce redundant data entry, to identify authoritative data sources, and to improve the 
consistency, availability, and accuracy of information about wildland fires. See the IRWIN website for 
more about IRWIN.  

  



Incident Detail - SA & IRWIN: 
 

 
 

Displays detailed incident data 
associated with all “active” 
incidents plus any “inactive” 
incidents with a ROSS resource 
assigned.  
 
SA-mapped incident details are 
also brought into this report. 
 
The title of this interactive table 
report indicates the info source. 

 
 
 

 

* IRWIN is the Integrated Reporting of Wildland Fire data, a central hub of wildland fire data 
coordinated to reduce redundant data entry, to identify authoritative data sources, and to improve the 
consistency, availability, and accuracy of information about wildland fires. See the IRWIN website for 
more about IRWIN.  

 
 
 



Incident Resources - SA & IRWIN: 
 

 
 
 

Displays incident resource 
information from both IRWIN 
and SA.   
 
The title of this interactive table 
report indicates that both 
information sources are 
utilized. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

* IRWIN is the Integrated Reporting of Wildland Fire data, a central hub of wildland fire data 
coordinated to reduce redundant data entry, to identify authoritative data sources, and to improve the 
consistency, availability, and accuracy of information about wildland fires. See the IRWIN website for 
more about IRWIN.  

 
 
 



Resources Detail - ROSS: 
 

 
 

 
 
Displays information about ROSS resources directly from the ROSS system. 
 
 
The title of this interactive table report indicates the information source utilized. 


